
CHEVROLET ACCESSORIES REAR SEAT INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM / GM DEALER USE ONLY 

MIRROR/FAST CHARGING USB/TIPS 
MIRROR 

Choose Ins to play identical content on both screens. To stop mirroring , 
hit the BACK or HOME button 

FAST-CHARGE USB 

• Fast-charge allows charging of certain USB devices taster than normal 

• To enable, select "Fast-Ch吶e" from the home screen 
· The USB icon will display a green lightning bolt when active 

· Fast-Charge disables the USB port from reading data or content from USB d蚵'ces. and 
when USB is selected as a source, the Fast-Charge feature will be automatically disabled 

TIPS 

• If two backseat passengers want to play the same game on their gaming system, they 
should choose HDMI as the source, then return to the menu and select "Mirror" to show 
tile game simultaneously on both screens 

• If you want to put content on a USB or SD card. the RSI system will automatically sort 
the content into the appropriate folders (music, pictures and video). The RSI syst鈿 WIll
support up to 1 TB of content on an SD card 叮 USB

· If the passenger viewing Monitor A is watching a movie via an SD card or connected 
device, and the passenger viewing Monitor B wants to watch the same movie, no 
problem - the RSI system has options: 

- The passenger at Monitor B can choose "Mirror" to start watching the same movie from 
the same point. or 

- The passenger at Monitor B can access that same movie from their own monitor to 
start it from the beginning or at any other point 

Note: If the邲rce is HDMI or the DVD player, Monitor B can only view it by ''mirroring·• 
Monitor A 

· lfyouh卻ea passenger in the third row Yiho wants to access the RSI system from a 
mobile device, choose "Multicast" from the installed GM-RSE app. Please note that 
Multicast will not displ3'j ORM-protected content 
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